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I first heard Glenn Wilson in the mid-90s, leading the Jazzmaniacs 
in Bogart’s Back Room in Richmond. Sometimes the place was smoky, noisy and 
crowded, sometimes nearly empty. But the playing was always great, an unpredict-
able unfolding of virtuosic control in a context of improvisational looseness. A lot of 
famous artists played in Richmond, however in that era, few matched the level of 
artistry and invention in an average Jazzmaniacs night.

Wilson, a refugee of the elite NYC scene, came to Richmond to raise a family. He 
was a veteran of all-night gig-to-gig Manhattan marathons as well as the grueling 
and profane Buddy Rich Band tours. (He also did stints with Lionel Hampton, 
Toshiko Akiyoshi, Machito and Bob Belden and had four recordings as a leader.)  
He soon found, ironically, that a working band in Richmond could play more 
regularly than would have been possible on the hyper-competitive NY scene.
 
The Jazzmaniacs quickly developed a unique connectedness. Wilson’s baritone 
covered the full range from percussive honks to warm ballads to acrobatic 

altissimo runs. Jimmy Masters flowing harmonic pulse was kaleidoscopically 
subdivided by drummer Tony Martucci’s crisp rhythms. Pianist Steve Kessler sketched 
out melodic ideas that were no sooner glimpsed than abandoned. The result was 
cohesive, loose-limbed and brilliant. (“One Man’s Blues” [Sunnyside 1087], captures 
them at their live best, over three increasingly chaotic nights at Bogart’s.)
 
Shortly afterwards Wilson moved to Illinois, reinventing himself as a college 
educator and continuing his musical explorations (notably his “TromBari” 
collaboration with preeminent trombonist Jim Pugh.) 

With the regrouping of Wilson, Masters and Martucci, this CD is something of a 
Jazzmaniacs reunion. Kessler has relocated to a gold mining town in Northern 
Ontario; his mercurial invention is replaced by the classical elegance of Tidewater 
pianist John Toomey. Sharing the front-line with Wilson is frequent Bogarts era 
collaborator John D’earth, another NYC-VA transplant with an impressive jazz 
resume (Bob Moses, Emily Remler, Bruce Hornsby, Miles Davis.) 

It’s a band of leaders and educators. Each member of the band has released recent 
albums under his own name. D’earth directs Jazz Studies at the University of 
Virginia. John Toomey is Director of Jazz Studies at Old Dominion University, and 
Tony Martucci is a professor at Virginia Commonwealth University. Jimmy Master’s 
career in finance may be mainstream, but his award winning 2013 CD “When Trees 
Speak” is anything but conventional.

Ultimately the proof is in the playing. However much time has passed the musical 
conversation between peers picks up where it left off, sliding into an assured 
interplay that comes from deep familiarity. Perhaps now is a 
good time to quit reading and pay attention.

– Peter McElhinney
    Style Weekly

I’m very excited about this project. We recorded the music live at 
The Havana Jazz Club, in VA Beach, VA over three nights. As Peter mentioned, this is a 
bit of a reunion band with some of the best players with whom I’ve had the pleasure 
of making jazz. Our engineer, Pete Cosmos, actually conceived of this project and 
contributed his spirit and enthusiasm for this group and this music. 

Jim, Tony and I have played hundreds of jazz gigs together and it’s always an 
amazing experience to open one’s ears and listen to the groove created by these 
two. There’s an organic, breathing, ever-changing pulse which projects an energy 
and freshness to our music that can only come from true masters like these. John 
Toomey and I have played some memorable concerts over the last 25 years or so. 
He’s an amazing musician who always brings his own ‘sound’ and concept to every 
tune (and each version of every  tune).
   
John D’earth and I have played together since the late 70s in NYC. When I moved 
from New York to Richmond in 1991, I was delighted to re-connect with John who 
had been living in Charlottesville for many years. Over the next 10 years, we 
developed a semi-regular musical relationship playing in each other’s groups and 
also with Bruce Hornsby. John and I have an uncanny rapport that allows us to 
‘hear’ things together and create ad-hoc arrangements. Some of these improvised 
compositions are the most fun I have playing music. John also contributed two 
compositions which I am honored to present.

The songs were chosen especially for this recording and cover a range of my
influences: Two fantastic Pepper Adams originals (Diabolique II and Dylan’s
Delight); the eclectic Bob Dorough tune (Nothing Like You Has Ever Been 
Seen Before) which I’ve been playing for years but have never recorded; Wayne 
Shorter’s Weather Report tune Sightseeing, which demonstrates some of that 
improvised composing; Larry Willis’ beautiful To Wisdom the Prize, which, again, 
I’ve been playing live for years but never recorded; my good friend Bob Belden’s 
aptly-titled Fat Beat; John’s snappy blues, Timely (more great improvised 

compositioning here); and the beautiful ballad Inner Life, which is not only 
recorded here live, but is actually the first performance ever by this group – how 
fresh can you get?

When jazz is really in-the-moment and things are happening that have never 
happened before and will never happen again, that’s a sacred place which, if one 
comes prepared to contribute on the highest level, can lead to some great art. We 
hope you enjoy listening to it as much as we enjoyed playing it.

– Glenn Wilson
    www.jazzmaniac.com
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I first got involved with Glenn Wilson in 1985, when we put 
out his debut recording as a leader, Impasse [CJR 1023], a fine quartet date which 
exposed his love of bop and bari. From then on my awareness of Glenn was 
through a series of recordings he made on Sunnyside Records and as a sideman 
on various labels.

Then in 2001, Glenn moved to the Midwest raised his kids, did computer programing 
and got a Masters degree and became a jazz educator. The next time I heard Glenn 
was around 2012, when, with Jim Pugh, he recorded their group, TromBari 
[Jazzmaniac 3625]. This was a fine pairing which, alas, seems to have had a short life. 
In 2013 Glenn presented me with the fine recording you have in your hands. 

What gets to me about all of Glenn’s led work is that the music doesn’t sound dated. 
Timeless in the sense that it would be hard to say when, in the last 60 years, they 
were recorded. They don’t have “contemporary” earmarks or gimmicks; no 
electronics or sound manipulations. One might, however, discern that here is an 
artist who, realistic about the so-called jazz business and its rewards, has the self- 
confidence to simply play as he feels and tell the stories he knows. Glenn now comes 
into the Jazz world on his terms and not vice-versa. And now at 60, with grown kids 
and the family intact, he is free to reflect on a life and contribute his talents to the 
music he loves, and you can hear that in this music.

Here is Glenn Wilson on his beloved bari —
no frog burps or squeals, just heartfelt sounds: 
the sounds of an artist at work. Enjoy.

– Robert D. Rusch
   Cadence Jazz Records
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1.  Timely • John D’earth • 8:13
2.  To Wisdom The Prize • Larry Willis •11:03
3.  Inner Life • John D’earth • 4:05
4.  Dylan’s Delight • Pepper Adams • 7:40
5.  Fat Beat • Bob Belden • 9:58
6.  Sightseeing • Wayne Shorter • 5:53
7.  Nothing Like You Has Even Been Seen Before
     Bob Dorough • 7:35
8.  Diabolique II • Pepper Adams • 10:19
 
Glenn Wilson – Baritone Saxophone
John D’Earth – Trumpet/Flugelhorn
John Toomey – Piano
Jimmy Masters – Bass
Tony Martucci – Drums
 
Recorded live at Havana Nights Jazz Club, 
Virginia Beach, VA 
09.30.12-10.01.12
Recording Engineer – Pete Cosmos
Graphic Design – www.landisproductions.com

Produced by Glenn Wilson and produced 
for Cadence Jazz Records by Bob Rusch

CJR 1255


